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Doing the laundry is about more than just removing dirt and making our attire look good. Our 

garments, bedding and other linens are intimately and continuously in contact with us. Washers 

and dryers are important tools for maintaining our garb and returning it to a sanitary and 

healthful condition. Mold spores, fragments and residues are quickly and effectively removed 

from belongings that can be machine-washed. In a pinch, we can always hand-wash and line-dry 

our things, but a properly functioning washer does a far superior job of cleaning all but the most 

delicate of fabrics.  

When it comes to spreading and intensifying existing mold contamination, the conventional 

clothes dryer is guiltier than any other appliance. Even properly functioning conventional clothes 

dryers can pull mold from deep within contaminated wall cavities and cause the spores and 

fragments to be driven throughout the home. The dryer will also redeposit contamination on 

freshly laundered items as they are being tumbled dry. Even worse, if not properly installed, the 

clothes dryer can cause mold growth by venting warm moisture laden air into our buildings and 

lint build-up can provide a nutrient source for some molds. 

Washers and dryers can be some of our greatest tools for helping to eliminate mold 

contamination. On the other hand, they can work against us as we try to control mold problems 

in our homes. 

Washing Machines 

Since washing machines use water, it would be reasonable to expect that the materials used to 

construct them would be mold resistant. Unfortunately, the door gaskets used for front-load type 

washers usually develop mold after just a few weeks. This door gasket folds onto itself making a 

pocket where water is trapped. As dirt or scum accumulates, the warmth and moisture begin to 

grow mold and develop a strong odor. This musty odor smells bad, but it can also elicit physical 

reactions in sensitive persons. Whenever possible, mold sensitive people should avoid front load 

washers. Hand drying the moisture from the gasket groove and keeping the dryer door open 

when it is not being used can help reduce the risk of mold growth, but it is easier to maintain a 

top-load type washer instead. 

Top load washers are less likely to develop issues - but will occasionally develop mold and odor 

problems in the compartments where detergent and fabric softener are added. Leveling the 

washer may help keep water from accumulating. Since these receptacles are made of hard plastic 

or metal, they are usually easier to keep clean than the front-load washer's soft rubber gasket 

material.  
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If a washing machine overflows or develops a leak - this requires the immediate water damage 

restoration actions covered in the section of this book on water damage emergencies. Ideally, the 

washer will be set in a drain pan that would catch and drain all water to keep it from spilling into 

your home. Unfortunately, accidents will still happen, if the water fills the pan faster than it is 

able to drain. The best situation is to have a laundry room designed to contain accidents and 

prevent water from affecting materials that are easily damaged by water. Laundry rooms located 

on the upper floors of your home can result in 

major damage when they malfunction and spill 

water. In this case the water may damage multiple 

levels of your home. Malfunctioning washers in 

apartment and condominiums can be an even 

bigger problem since the source of the water and 

emergency drying efforts may be out of your 

immediate control. Adjoining neighbors and 

landlords may not be interested in responding 

quickly and appropriately. 

It is important that the manufacturer's instructions be followed for proper drainage to occur. The 

drain hose for the washer should be firmly affixed to the wall drain so the force of the water 

being ejected from the machine doesn't cause the hose to jerk out of the drain. The drain needs to 

be at the correct height. Too high or low and the washer may not drain properly or may flood 

onto the floor. If in doubt, have a professional plumber check this installation and the plumbing 

before using your washer.  

Leaving wet or damp clothing and linens in a washer can begin to grow bacteria in just a few 

hours. After a few days, mold growth can begin. Mold and bacteria both produce musty odors 

that can irritate sensitive individuals. Wet or damp linens or clothing should be spread out to air 

dry and not be left in wet piles or in the washer while waiting for laundry day. Freshly laundered 

items should be placed in the clothes dryer shortly after the laundering cycle ends. If you wait 

until the next day or so, you may already notice a musty odor beginning to form. If the items 

have remained wet for an extended period of time (several days to weeks), they may already 

have developed visible growth and be permanently stained or have the fibers weakened and 

damaged. Mold emits acids and enzymes as they grow to digest and absorb the nutrients that are 

released. If this should accidently occur, don't take the wet moldy clothing out of the washer, 

instead rewash the items right away. Simply add more laundry detergent and start the wash cycle 

over again. Taking moldy clothes out of the washer to first examine them may spread mold 

contamination. After re-laundering, the items can then be inspected to determine if they have 

been permanently damaged or if they are okay to keep. First, cautiously smell them to see if the 

musty odor is gone. If they are going to be kept, put them in the dryer for immediate drying.  

 

Essentials 
 

The "Essentials" - Information Boxes 

provide quick practical guidance for 

important information with a 

minimum amount of technical 

explanations.  
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Essentials - Washing Machines 

Washing machines can leak or flood causing mold growth in our homes. Leaving wet 

clothing in a washer can cause the clothing to grow mold. 

  

1. Washers must always be installed and operated in accordance with current code and 

the manufacturer's instructions. Have your washer installed by a qualified installer 

or repair technician.  

2. Locating your washer in a room that will not be damaged or allow water to flood 

into other parts of the home is idea. 

3. Respond immediately to spills, leaks and any water intrusion. 

4. While waiting to accumulate a load of laundry allow wet or damp linens to dry by 

hanging them so they have air circulation on all sides.  

5. After a wash load is completed, remove wet linens and clothing to a clothesline, 

drying rack or clothes dryer. Leaving them bunched in the washer can cause mold 

growth and musty odors to develop. 

6. Perform a monthly maintenance cleaning in accordance with manufacturers 

recommendations.  

7. Run a cleaning cycle using the hottest water and largest load settings with an 

enzyme based powered laundry detergent designed to dissolve sludge build up in 

washers. (ie. Seventh Generation - Laundry Powdered Concentrate - Free and Clear, 

Ecover -Biological Washing Powder) 

8. If you have a front load washer - hand dry the front gasket after every load.  

9. Keep the Door open when the washer is not in use to allow it to air dry. 
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Clothes Dryers 

Clothes dryers are made from materials that are easily cleaned and do not typically support mold 

growth. When used properly and effectively, they can help prevent mold growth from occurring 

in recently laundered linens and clothing by removing the excess moisture. Improper installation, 

maintenance or use can result in mold growth within the unit, the exhaust ductwork or the home. 

Even when properly installed and maintained, clothes dryers can make mold conditions worse by 

depressurizing the home. This can pull mold contamination from wall cavities and then spread 

the mold spores and fragments throughout the home. Dryers may also suck up existing airborne 

contaminates and redeposit them in the clothing or linen items that are being dried. In addition to 

mold growth, it is estimated there are over 2,900 fires each year attributed to improperly installed 

or maintained clothes dryers.
1  

There are two main types of clothes dryers. The first is the conventional vented clothes dryer 

which uses heat to drive water vapor from clothing. The other type is the unvented clothes dryer 

which removes excess moisture by condensing the moisture from the items being dried. 

Unvented clothes dryers come in two types: One removes the moisture from the laundry using a 

condenser. The other removes the moisture from the laundry using the principles of a heat pump. 

Conventional Vented Clothes Dryers 

How Vented Clothes Dryers Work 

The majority of clothes dryers used in the United States are a conventional dryer that must be 

vented to the outside. Clothes dryers work by taking in air from the surrounding environment 

through a vent located on the front, back, or sides of the dryer. The airflow is then heated before 

it passes through a rotating drum where the wet clothing is tumbled to allow the hot air to 

evaporate the moisture from all parts of the materials. The excess moisture passes into the air and 

exits through the lint screen into a duct that exhausts the moisture-laden air to the outside. 

Electric clothes dryers typically heat the air using a Nichrome (80% nickel, 20% chromium) 

element wire coil similar to what is found in toasters. Gas clothes dryers will have a combustion 

chamber that uses a flame to heat the air. In either case, it is important to always vent the 

moisture-laden air to the outside to prevent excess moisture from building up in the home. In 

addition to moisture, gas dryers need to vent dangerous carbon monoxide and other combustion 

gases from the dryer so they do not accumulate at unsafe levels in the home.  

Improperly installed, maintained or operated clothes dryers can create mold problems by: 

 adding moisture to the indoor environment,  

 driving or releasing contaminants within the home 

 allowing existing mold spores to cross contaminant clothing and other items that are 

being dried after laundering.  
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Essentials - Vented Clothes Dryers 

 

Clothes dryers can cross-contaminate cleaned clothing when used in a building with a mold 

problem by depositing spores and mold fragments to clothing. 

 

1. Clothes dryers must always be installed and operated in accordance with current 

code and the manufacturer's instructions. If you are not sure, consult a qualified 

installation and repair technician. 

2. Clean the lint screen every time you use the clothes dryer. A clogged lint filter can 

accumulate enough lint to prevent clothes from drying and allow moisture build-up. 

3. Have the dryer duct and exhaust vents inspected and cleaned at least every year to 

remove excess lint and make sure it is functioning properly. 

4. Clothes dryers should only be used in clean areas free of mold contamination. 

Vented clothes dryers pull large quantities of room air into the machine resulting in 

immediate recontamination of freshly laundered item.  

5. Open a window in the laundry room while using the clothes dryer. This will help 

reduce the risk of potential contamination being pulled from wall cavities and other 

hidden spaces. It helps dry our clothes with plenty of fresh outdoor air instead of 

stale indoor air. 

6. Use a clothesline to dry clothing as a temporary measure until your home has been 

successfully remediated.  

7. Make sure the dryer duct is exhausting to the outside and not blowing damp hot air 

into a wall cavity, attic or crawlspace. The damp air can result in mold growth. 

8. Unvented clothes dryers are very popular in Europe, but not very common in the 

US. A growing number of brands are becoming available.  

 They remove moisture from clothing by condensation instead of heat,  

 Are more energy efficient and less likely to cause a house fire or leak 

moisture ladened air into the building.  

 Maintain normal levels of pressurization - so they don't pull mold 

contamination out building wall cavities. This reduces the risk of 

recontamination of freshly laundered linens. 
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Mold Growth Caused by Improper Use 

Normal levels of mold spores are everywhere outdoors and in our homes. These normal levels 

shouldn't cause a problem except for the most sensitive people. Damp clothing or linens will 

have enough moisture to allow the normal levels of spores that are always present to germinate 

and in a couple of days begin to grow and amplify exponentially. Always start drying laundered 

items soon after the cleaning cycle ends. If materials are left in the dryer wet for a period of time, 

it will be difficult to get them back into the washer or out of the home without spreading some 

spores or fungal fragments.  

Although it is possible for clothes dryers to cause mold growth to due to improper use, it is even 

more common for the dryer to spread mold contamination due to depressurization and cross 

contamination because of improper installation or maintenance.  

Mold Growth Caused by Improper Installation 

In order for clothes dryers to work well to reduce the risk of mold growth, they must have proper 

installation. This means it must have an exhaust duct that extends all the way to the outside. If 

the exhaust duct has leaks or stops short of going all the way to the outside, then the moisture 

laden air will be deposited within the building and can result in conditions that will support mold 

growth. Sometimes the dryer vent duct will terminate in the attic or crawlspace. This results in 

heat and moisture laden air potentially resulting with mold growth in these areas. The resulting 

pressure from the airflow may be enough to help force crawlspace or attic contaminants into the 

living space. If the clothes dryer is operated in the home without being connected to a duct then 

moisture can accumulate within the laundry area and may travel into other parts of the home. 

Moisture laden lint accumulation may not be noticed right away, but can result in the home 

getting dusty faster than normal. The heated excess moisture may cause mold growth in the lint 

or on the wall area close to where the moisture is condensing after it leaves the dryer. If the 

ductwork leaks within wall or ceiling cavities, the space will accumulate lint and condense 

moisture, which can result in hidden mold growth. Since the air is being blown into the space, 

the pressurization can force the airflow from tiny cracks or openings into the living space. These 

pathways result in accelerated contamination of the home. Remember - a crack the size of a 

human hair is like a freeway for mold spores and fragments.  

Mold Growth Caused by Improper Maintenance 

Lint build-up can support growth when the moist air accumulates. The warmth and moisture 

from the dryer combined with the nutrients in the lint can create perfect growth conditions in the 

ducting or within the dryer itself.  
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The clothes dryer should be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's operating 

instructions.  

1. Most manufacturer's recommend the lint screen for the dryer be cleaned after every load.  

2. In addition, dryer vent ducts should be inspected and the accumulated lint cleaned every 

year.  

 

 

Technical Tips - Clothes Dryers 

One clue that something is wrong is when little or no air is felt coming from a clothes dryer 

exhaust vent leading to the outside, or if no exhaust vent to the outside exists. The clothes 

dryer owner's manual should tell you the minimum and maximum airflow for the specific 

dryer. If the airflow is too low then the small particles of lint that makes it past the dryer lint 

screen or filter will settle and clog the vent duct. To prevent lint from settling in the ducts the 

minimum air speed exiting the dryer exhaust vent cover to the outside will typically be 105 or 

more cubic feet of air per minute for a four-inch duct. Building inspectors may be able to 

check the airflow with a device called an anemometer (wind speed gauge). Heating and air 

conditioning repair technicians should also have this equipment. 

Exhaust ducting for clothes dryers has been frequently installed using duct tape. Over time, 

the heat and moisture can cause the duct tape to fail so that new leaks develop. When these 

leaks are present in wall cavities or other inaccessible spaces they aren't able to be easily 

located or repaired. It is important for ducting to be installed so that it will not fail during the 

life of the home. High quality foil seam tape or mastic is superior to duct tape, but of course, 

the materials or installation time adds to the construction expense and is impossible without 

making openings into the otherwise inaccessible spaces.  

If major leaks are present or the ductwork has come loose, it may be possible to feel the 

warm air leaking from the cavity through cracks or openings. A smoke pencil or another 

method for tracking air currents may be helpful for tracing these pathways of this airflow. A 

clear indication of leakage is when a warm draft is noted along cracks or openings, such as 

along the baseboard, electrical outlets, or switch plates when the dryer is on, but not when it 

is off. 

Thermal imaging may also be useful to help determine if hidden ductwork is leaking. An 

experienced thermographer should do the inspection. The thermal pattern of the wall or 

ceiling where the duct is located needs to first be examined when the dryer has not been used 

for several hours. The dryer is then turned on and allowed to operate. The thermographer 
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should be checking for temperature differences that occur. It may take several minutes for 

evidence of leaks to begin to show. Over time, the normal cavity's temperature will change 

due to conduction. The surfaces closest to the duct change temperature gradually and radiate 

into the materials more slowly.   

A cavity with leaking dryer duct air will change more quickly with the air in the cavity being 

heated more evenly. The larger the leak the faster the space where the duct is located will 

change temperature. Since thermal imaging cameras only detect temperature differences, 

suspicious thermal patterns indicating potential moisture need to be confirmed with a 

moisture meter. If moisture is detected, then there is clearly a problem that will require 

determining the source of the moisture and if mold growth has occurred. The lack of moisture 

does not mean everything is okay. It only means that the examined areas are not currently 

wet. It is possible that the area was wet and has dried or that the moisture drained into another 

area that the thermal imaging is not able to access. The elevated moisture may also be trapped 

in the wall cavity and not have migrated to the surface where it can be detected.  

Duct Length 

The maximum length of a dryer duct varies depending on the source you consult. The 

minimum requirements in both the owner's manual and local codes should always be 

followed to establish the acceptable length. In general, the maximum length for a four-inch 

duct must NEVER be over 40 feet, but that assumes a rigid, smooth, straight-line metal duct 

is used. This means there could be no screws penetrating far into the air stream and no bends 

or elbows from the point where the air leaves the clothes dryer and exits the building. Many 

jurisdictions do not allow more than 35 feet of maximum length and some are even more 

restrictive. As an example, the city of San Jose, California allows a maximum fourteen-foot 

length of duct if no more than two ninety-degree elbows are present. San Jose does not permit 

booster fans be used to extend the maximum length of the duct. In those cases where a longer 

duct cannot be avoided, San Jose requires the dryer manufacturer's installation instructions be 

supplied, approved by the code enforcement officials and followed. They also require the 

installation have a permanent placard identifying the length of the ductwork and other 

important information used to determine if replacement dryers can be installed safely.
2
  

Duct Size 

Another installation problem exists when the dryer venting duct is improperly sized, is too 

long, has too many bends or is installed with the wrong kind of ducting material. 
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In order for the duct to remain free of excessive lint, it should be the same size throughout the 

length.  

 The typical size for most clothes dryers is a 4-inch diameter duct. The owner's manual 

should always be consulted.  

 Sometimes the ductwork changes shape from round to rectangular where it enters the 

wall behind the dryer. The rectangular duct should be appropriately sized so that it has 

the same equivalent airflow characteristics as the rest of the ductwork and the exhaust 

where the air exits the dryer.  

 When airflows into a larger size duct, the airflow slows down. This becomes a point 

where lint is likely to accumulate and clog the duct. 

Elbows or Bends 

The maximum acceptable number of elbows or bends in a dryer duct will also vary. The 

owner's manual and local codes should always be followed, but the fewer the elbows or bends 

the better since they will tend to reduce airflow and create accumulation points for lint. In 

general, each ninety-degree elbow or bend reduces the maximum acceptable length for a four-

inch duct by five to eight feet.  

Ducting Materials 

Smooth, rigid, sealed, and permanently installed metal ducts should be used. Dryer ducts 

must never be made out of plastic or vinyl. Flexible aluminum code may allow flexible metal 

transition duct to be used for the transition between the clothes dryer and the ducting, but 

must never be buried or hidden in the walls or other inaccessible spaces. The length of these 

connectors should be as short as is possible and will reduce the permitted total duct length. 

The ribbing or ridges in flexible or semi-rigid metal ducting creates resistance or friction that 

slows airflow, can trap lint and is impossible to adequately clean when it is installed in 

inaccessible spaces. 

Sealing Leaky Ducts 

A properly installed clothes dryer will have all of the duct seams tightly sealed with foil tape 

or mastic. Unfortunately if this is not done when the ducting is initially installed when the 

building is being built, there is no way short of opening the otherwise inaccessible wall 

cavities or ceiling spaces. If dryer exhaust ducting has failed, it may be easier and less 

expensive to replace the clothes dryer with a ductless condensing type clothes dryer. 
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Rarely lint blockage may accumulate inside the clothes dryer itself. If the airflow from the 

exhaust vent to the outside is blocked the lint remains wet and after a few days mold can begin to 

grow. If you notice that your clothes are taking longer to dry, it may be due to blockage of the 

vent ducts or within the dryer. If cleaning the vent ducts doesn't correct the situation, it may be 

that lint accumulation in the dryer itself may be blocking the airflow. The clothes dryer should be 

inspected and repaired by a qualified repair technician. Cleaning the lint screen or filter after 

every load can help prevent the build-up and prevent the lint from building up and blocking the 

interior of the dryer.  

If mold growth is suspected in a clothes dryer or its ductwork any cleaning of the machine 

should be performed using a HEPA vacuum cleaner - to avoid spreading the mold spores and 

fungal fragments around the inside of the home during the repair work. If no HEPA vacuum is 

available then the dryer should be taken outside for cleaning rather than risk disturbing the ball 

of mold infested lint. 

The best way to reduce the chances of having to have a contaminated clothes dryer unclogged is 

to clean the lint screen regularly and have the vent ducts professionally cleaned and inspected 

every year. 

 

Mold Cross Contamination of Homes 

If there is a hidden mold problem, then the negative pressure created as clothes dryers suck air 

into the machine will draw greater amounts of contaminants from the wall or ceiling cavities into 

the living space. This results in higher levels of room contamination. The best way to prevent 

mold contamination drawn into the living space is to have a home that is free of mold growth. 

This also means the home should not have mold growth in the attic or foundation. If you are an 

apartment or condominium dweller, your neighbors unit may have a mold problem that can 

migrate into your living space. You may be able to lessen the amount of cross contamination in 

these situations by: 

 opening a window to reduce the negative pressure  

 sealing cracks at  

o baseboards,  

o electrical outlets  

o ceiling penetrations such as can lights 

Additional information about these measures that can help you survive if you have to live in a 

moldy home can be found in the section elsewhere in this book (see: Mitigation). 
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Mold Cross Contamination of Laundered Clothing 

Drying clothes in clothes dryer located in a home, utility room or garage with mold 

contamination can result in spores and fungal fragments from the contaminated building air 

being redeposited into the cleaned clothing. If the clothes dryer is being operated in a moldy 

area, it means that contaminated air is being sucked into the machine and passes through the just 

laundered clothing before passing to the outside. I have had a number of situations where clients 

have told me they are having mold type reactions when they wear their clothing after it has been 

laundered. It is common to blame the laundering process and say washing the clothing was not 

effective. In most cases, it turns out that it is not the laundering, but that the clothing is being 

cross-contaminated by the contaminated air being drawn into the clothes dryer. As the air passes 

through the tumbler, much of the contamination is exhausted to the outside, but some is 

redeposited back into the clothing. Not only does the clothes dryer redeposit mold into the 

freshly cleaned laundry, but it can also result in higher mold levels being drawn from areas of 

hidden growth into the living space. 

The Heat from Clothes Dryers Does Not Eliminate Mold 

Sometimes it is claimed that the heat from the clothes dryers kills mold or inactivates 

mycotoxins. While some types of mold might be killed and some types of mycotoxins might be 

denatured or inactivated, this is simply not adequate. Dead molds are still allergenic and some 

dead molds still have mycotoxins. Trichothecene mycotoxins such as may be produced by 

Stachybotrys are heat stable at temperatures up to 248° F.
3
 A number of others are stable at 

temperatures in excess of 350° F.
4
 Since clothes dryers typically operate between 120 and 160° F 

they are not effective at eliminating mycotoxins. 

  

1. By laundering contaminated clothing using laundry detergent the mold spores, fragments 

and mycotoxins are removed.  

2. Drying prevents additional mold from growing, but is not sufficient for eliminating 

existing mold or mycotoxins.  

3. Using a vented clothes dryer in a mold contaminated room can redeposit additional 

contamination on the freshly laundered clothing. 

 

Ideally mold contaminated clothing will be dried in a place that is not mold contaminated. If this 

is not an option, then using an outdoor clothes line or drying rack is a good solution. If you must 

live in a place that is contaminated with mold and must use a clothes dryer, then unvented dryer 

options are available. 
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Unvented Clothes Dryers 

Ventless clothes dryers remove moisture from clothing by the process of condensation. This 

means they do not pull large quantities of air from the room where they are located and do not 

require a vent to exhaust the air to the outside. By eliminating the venting they have taken care of 

the depressurization issue that pulls mold contaminants from wall cavities and other hidden 

spaces. They also have a major advantage for energy conservation because you are not having to 

heat or cool additional outdoor air to replace the thousands of cubic feet of air that is exhausted 

to the outside when you run each cycle. 

Unvented dryers require a connection for 

draining the condensed water from the 

machine. They can usually be installed using 

the same drain as the washer. If you are short 

on space near a drain, some condensation 

clothes dryers have the option of having the 

condensate drain into a collection receptacle, 

which can then be manually emptied. It is better 

to have a unit that automatically drain since 

failure to empty and dry the collected moisture 

after every use can result in mold growing in 

the collection receptacle. All types of clothes 

dryers need to be set up so that they are level to 

prevent the rotating drum from being out of 

balance, but this is even more important for 

ventless dryers since an out of level unit may 

not be able to completely drain the water after 

each load.  

A typical vented dryer will suck over 4500 cubic feet of room air through the laundry while it is 

drying. In comparison, ventless dryers only use a small fraction of the amount of room air. This 

is a double benefit regarding mold because: 

1. The air inside a ventless dryer is reused repeatedly. It doesn't create a negative pressure in 

that part of the home so mold contaminants if they are present are less likely to be pulled 

from wall cavities or other hidden spaces.  

2. The airflow into the dryer is so low, fewer mold spores flow through and get deposited in 

the clothing as it is drying.  

 

If you have to live in a moldy building, a condensation clothes dryer has significant advantages, 

but there are also some disadvantages that need to be considered. Here are some of the 

downsides that you should investigate before deciding on a ventless dryers.  

European Clothes Dryers 

Unvented condensing type clothes dryers 

are still rare in the U. S. but have been 

popular in Europe for decades. Ventless 

dryers require 220 volt electrical, which is 

the standard power found in European 

homes. The smaller rooms that tend to be 

found in centuries-old European stone or 

masonry buildings are better suited to the 

smaller sized condensing dryers that don't 

need holes bored for venting through the 

solid stonework walls leading to the 

outside. Clotheslines and drying rooms 

with mounted drying racks or lines also 

remain popular in Europe.  
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 They take about double the time to dry your clothes.  

 If you are using a water collection reservoir instead of an automatic drain, the reservoir 

needs to be emptied after every single load and should be wiped dry at the end of the 

washday.  

 When the clothing comes out it is cool to the touch - so, no more throwing a blanket into 

the dryer for a few minutes to pre-warm it on cold winter nights.  

 Since condensing dryers are uncommon in the United States, you may have difficulty 

finding a repairperson that knows how to service them or repair them. 

 Ventless Dryers are expensive to purchase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How Ventless Clothes Dryers Work 

Condensation Clothes Dryers 

Condenser Clothes Dryers have a warm side and a cold side in the condenser section of the 

dryer.  

1. The machine pulls a small amount of room air into the dryer.  

2. The room air then passes through the section of the condenser where it is heated.  

3. The warm air then passes into the tumbler drum.  

4. The moisture in the wet laundry evaporates into the warm air.  

5. The warm air circulates back to the condenser where it is cooled so the moisture 

condenses and drains into a collection reservoir.  

6. The reservoir is either emptied by hand or has a pump that drains the water. 

7. The air is then reheated on the warm side of the condenser before being cycled back 

into the tumbler area with the clothes that are being dried.  

The same air cycles through repeatedly until the clothing is dry. 

 

How Heat Pump Clothes Dryers Work 

Heat Pump Clothes Dryer cycle is similar to the condenser clothes dryer, but replaces the 

condenser with a heat pump. The heat pump drier is significantly more energy efficient and 

doesn't heat the clothes to as high a temperature as the condenser type dryer. 
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Additional Information About Preventing and Solving Mold Problems  

This section on Washing Machines and Clothes Dryers has been excerpted from John's new 
book that focuses on mold problems in the home. The book's working title is "Mold Controlled, 
A Practical Guide to Find, Avoid, and Fix Problems in Water Damaged Buildings. The book is 
scheduled for Publication March 2019. If you don't want to wait, John is making draft 
chapters available as they are ready as perks for contributors to his research crowd-funding 
campaign. Contributions are being used to conduct research that will help with unanswered 
questions about mold remediation and control.  
 
Learn more about his research and book at www.JohnCBanta.com  
 
John provides telephone and on-site consulting services through RestCon Environmental. He 
can be reached at 510-769-7230 ext. 306. 
 


